
OIFN believes “in reflective practice and shared learning through a Community of Practice  
that engages people with disabilities, family members and/or loved ones, independent facilitators, and 
other allies, in a collaborative approach, to co-create knowledge and reflect deeply on principles and 
practice.” 
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What is the Ontario Independent Facilitation Network (OIFN)? 
The Ontario Independent Facilitation Network (OIFN) is a Community of Practice that includes 

people with developmental disabilities, family members and/or loved ones, independent 

facilitators, and other allies who are interested in supporting people to live meaningful, everyday 

lives in their chosen neighbourhoods and communities. 

 

Our Community of Practice is dynamic in its commitment to expanding relationships, its action 

focus, and its reflective practice. 

 

 

 

 

Why Reflective Practice Conversations? 
OIFN is a Community of Practice that includes people with developmental disabilities, family 
members and/or loved ones, independent facilitators, and other allies who are interested in 
supporting people to live meaningful, everyday lives in their chosen neighbourhoods and 
communities. 
 
As a Community of Practice, OIFN is committed to expanding and strengthening relationships 
and bringing people together for shared learning, collaborative action, and mutual growth.  
Reflective practice is about exploring ideas and making meaning together.  When the 
Community of Practice comes together, we remain open to change and reflect deeply on 
principles and practice. 
 
Our Reflective Practice Conversations include a mix of large group and small “breakout” group 
discussions, so that space is created for meaningful connections to happen, for all people to 
have opportunities to share and have their voices be heard, and for shared learning and growth 
to be cultivated.  
 
 
 
 

An Exciting, Social Approach to Shared Learning 
Reflecting seriously on the feedback received through OIFN’s Virtual Engagement Survey, the 
OIFN Reflective Practice Planning Group responded to expressed desires for more fun and 
social events by planning this Celebrate Inclusion Film Festival. This “movie night” created 
space for participants to view a series of inspiring video clips and talk and learn together about 
many topics of interest, including meaningful employment, social justice & social action, 
reciprocal relationships & friendships, belonging & inclusion, neighbourhood & community 
involvement, leisure identities & valued social roles, contributions & gifts, and the role of 
Independent Facilitation. 
 
31 people expressed interest in this event, with ultimately 11 people participating in the 
conversation, representing a good mix of people and family members/loved ones, independent 
facilitators, and other supportive allies.  Despite the low number of attendees, we were fortunate 
to benefit from an open and rich conversation among this small group.  OIFN was especially 
encouraged to hear feedback from a family member that this gathering was “exactly what I 
needed.” 
 

 

https://www.oifn.ca/community-of-practice/
https://www.oifn.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/1-OIFN-Virtual-Engagement-Summary-Report-April-2022.pdf
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Our Celebrate Inclusion Film Festival was grounded in the following OIFN Core Belief: 

 

We believe that Independent Facilitation has an action and change orientation with a 
focus on assisting to clarify vision, goals, and needs. Facilitators support people and their 
families and/or loved ones to identify next steps, so that they can take action on a day to day 
basis, move closer toward their vision, and shift what is possible. Through ongoing reflection, 
people and their families and/or loved ones think about their adult roles and what it takes to 
create and maintain these roles in their chosen neighbourhoods and communities. Facilitators 
focus on revising next steps so that goals and plans are clear to everyone involved. 
 

OIFN’s Core Beliefs can be found in full on the OIFN website: 

https://www.oifn.ca/what-we-believe/ 

 

 

 

 

Our Feature Presentation 
Our learning and conversation was guided by the following 3 video clips.  Highlighting the 

unique stories of Sparsh, Jason, and Cameron, these videos demonstrate the many ways that 

people can have rich, meaningful lives and experience belonging as full citizens. 

 

  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

TED Talk: 
How a 13 year old changed 

'Impossible' to 'I'm Possible' 
 

https://youtu.be/bC0hlK7WGcM 

Neighbours International: 
Building A Circle 

 
 

https://youtu.be/leDpThQpQxI 

Talks that Matter: 
Cameron, The Receptionist 

 
 

https://youtu.be/vR8wJQfSGxU 

https://www.oifn.ca/what-we-believe/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bC0hlK7WGcM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b5BinAE-Lvw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vR8wJQfSGxU
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What We Saw, What We Heard, What We Are Thinking About 
After viewing the video clips, participants bravely shared about what they noticed, what got them 
thinking, and possible steps forward: 
 

 Support circles as a “model for humanity” 
o Power of being in reciprocal relationships – sharing our lives with each other 

brings out the best in one another. 
o Authentic connections allow us to be in the moment. 
o Support circles are a way to ensure that a person is “fully alive” and that their life 

is their own.  The person’s voice is at the centre, and trusted others come around 
to assist the person to find what they need and want. 

o There is continuity when relationships are meaningful and authentic; 
people/circles stay together over many years. 

o “Safety” comes from moving out of isolation. 
o Role of an independent facilitator is key to keep momentum going, think about 

next steps, and ensure that all voices are heard. 
o Do not accept that there are no relationships, but continue to look around and 

think about who has entered into someone’s life.   
o It is an honour to be invited in. 

 

 Holding space for what is possible. 
o People will surprise you, when expectations are not limited. 
o Moving from “what's wrong”" to “what's possible.” 
o Important to be present and patient; slow down and change the lens to listen for 

a person’s gifts.   
 

 Meaning is what motivates people. 
o Everyone has a longing to contribute. 
o Inspiring stories of people’s lives show resilience, passion, purpose, and vision. 
o Must be intentional in discovering a person’s purpose and finding ways for 

people’s gifts to be shared in meaningful ways. 
o For example, dedicate some supports to find employment, beginning with 

discovering a person’s gifts and interests; Passport funds could be used to 
support job seeking & employment opportunities. 
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Moving Forward 
In closing, we drew inspiration from Gaelyn Lea’s poem, Breathe, You are Alive. 

 
YouTube Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-XvuWu0kGoY 

 
 

At this gathering, we also launched a new approach to collect feedback, by engaging 
participants in a Zoom poll.  Immediate feedback was received near the end of the session, 
resulting in the following themes: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
We invite you to stay connected to OIFN for updates about upcoming opportunities for us to 
connect, continue our conversations, and share in our learning. 

Voices of the Community of Practice 

What participants said they appreciated about this gathering: 

 “The choice of films was excellent and lots of great insights shared in the discussion.” 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appreciations Suggestions for the future 

http://www.oifn.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/OIFN-List-of-Social-Media-Links-April-2021.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-XvuWu0kGoY

